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Motivation

• MATLAB’s efficient language structure, mathematical libraries, and flexible visualizations are powerful tools for rapidly designing algorithms

• Quality of algorithm designs depends on the variety of test datasets

• The easiest way to get feedback and testing from busy interpreters is to bring your algorithm conveniently to their environment

• MATLAB provides flexible capabilities to deploy algorithms directly into Petrel plugins for rapid iterative improvement and deployment.
Conventional Horizon Auto-tracking

‘The Parihaka seismic data shown is courtesy of the Government of New Zealand Petroleum and Minerals’
Simple/flexible visualization tools

- MATLAB’s visualization libraries allow for rapid prototyping and algorithm analysis
Algorithm Deployment Workflow

Typical Deployment Workflow

- Weeks to Months
- MATLAB Algorithm
- C++ (C#) Algorithm
- Petrel Plugin
- User Feedback

Iterative Deployment Workflow

- MATLAB Algorithm
- MATLAB .Net Library
- User Feedback
- Petrel Plugin
- Minutes

• User feedback starts when the algorithm is in Petrel
• Easier to iteratively improve to MATLAB implementation
Algorithm Deployment Workflow

- Adding MATLAB libraries to Petrel plugins is simple and well documented

Compiler SDK

MATLAB function

MATLAB or MATLAB Runtime Installation
Algorithm Enhancement and QC Workflow

• Several algorithm changes were enabled by this rapid prototyping process:
  – More flexible geometry of auto-correlation input
  – Corrections for seismic amplitude clipping / quantization
  – Include horizon-based dip in addition to precomputed seismic dip volumes
  – Numerous additional stopping conditions (e.g. horizon curvature)
• There are a variety of seismic dip estimators and representations.
• Typically seismic dip is QC’d by co-rendering dip with seismic amplitude
Dip QC

- Geoscientists requested that we incorporate our dip QC visualization direction into Petrel
Dip-guided Auto-tracking
Conclusions

• MATLAB’s efficient language structure, mathematical libraries, and flexible visualizations are powerful tools for rapidly designing algorithms

• Quality of algorithm designs depends on the variety of test datasets

• The easiest way to get feedback and testing from busy interpreters is to bring your algorithm conveniently to their environment

• MATLAB provides flexible capabilities to deploy algorithms directly into Petrel plugins for rapid iterative improvement and deployment.